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UNIQUE PRODUCTIONS 
(UP!)

WHO WE ARE

Founded in December 2013, Unique Productions (UP!) is a unique 
company of  artists that aspires to promote community integration 

through the arts. Unique Productions (UP!) is comprised of  
aspiring and/or working playwrights and actors who have an 

interest in giving voice to persons with disabilities and in  changing 
cultural perceptions of  what it means to be a person with 

disabilities in today’s world.

OUR MISSION

Unique Productions (UP!) is a theatre company dedicated to pro-
viding a venue where persons with disabilities can learn and ex-

press themselves through art, playwriting, and acting.

For more information on Unique Productions:

Email us at: Uniqueproductionsup@gmail.com
Visit our website: http://uniqueproductionsup.com/

On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/productionsunique
On Twitter: https://twitter.com/UniqueProdUp 



The Process
By Aimee Levesque, Keller Vogelsang, Robert Bach, Wanda 

Wilson, and Maria Laurendi.

Poem “Who am I?” by Eric Biszantz

Cast (in order of  appearance)

Matthew Garrison…………………………………Minestrone, Benny, Rock Star

Jessica Levesque…………………………………………Teddy, Francesca, Crown

                    Girl in Room (understudy)

Keller Vogelsang…………………………….……………Sugar, Olivia, Ballerina

Stephanie Edbauer……….….......Hot Dog, Ice Cream Cake, Joan, Super Model

Genevieve Blachowiak…………………………..Girl in Room, Spaghetti, Paisley

Chelsey Braun…………..………………………..Cecilia, Amy, Nina, Pretty Girl

Bob Aquila……………………………………...Bread, Grandpa, World Traveler

Nathaniel Wilkins……………………………..…Knife, Chris, Robot, Puppeteer

Marilyn Scattoreggio…………………………….…………Lauren, Comedienne

Mary Moebius………………..Spaghetti (understudy), Jenny, Paisley(understudy)

Stacy Kowal........................................................ ..Mom, Hope, Broadway Actress

Production

Beth Geyer…………………………………………………................….Director

Vienna Haak……………………….....Stage Manager, Costume & Prop Designer

Aimee Levesque……………………………………................Managing Director

Ujima Company, Inc………………..............…..Set, Lighting, and Sound Design

Jamiah Mootry, & Savion Mingo.……..................................…Lighting and Sound

Jaclyn Levesque, Jamiah Mootry, & Savion Mingo…................…Material Design

Kristy Mangel……………………………….…...........…..Volunteer Coordinator



Greetings from the Founders and Artistic Directors of  
Unique Productions (UP!)

Welcome and thank you for being here for The Process, the first full  
production by Unique Productions (UP!) Theatre Company.  

As you know, our ensemble is a unique one in that for the first time 
in Buffalo theatre we have a company that features people of all 
abilities sharing the stage.

Life doesn’t always offer a fair and equal stage, and here at UP!  we 
believe that giving voice and allowing all stories to be told can only 
lead to a  stronger community.  Our stage is an equal stage and our 
message is ‘voice for all.’

We thank you for being here to share with us because without you 
this is not possible. 

                  <3 Aimee, Beth & Vienna <3

Please join us for a brief  talkback session with The Process actors 
and writers immediately following the performance.



Director’s Note – The Process

As I delved into my first job as director I have to say I was a bit 
terrified.  I have always been the writer and it is well known that 
writers aren’t always the most welcomed on set.  It was through the 
support and generosity of  the actors, the staff of  Ujima Company, 
Inc. as well as my co-founders, Aimee and Vienna that I can say 
with confidence that this is a beautiful production. Without this 
team we could never have learned about blocking, technical 
support, set design and costume development to name just a few 
tasks that make up a show.   

The beauty that I speak of  is not just visual.  Yes, the costumes are 
great, the set is interesting and the stories are lovely. The beauty 
that I speak of  is the beauty of  collaboration.  How gorgeous it was 
to watch as this integration of  ‘seasoned’ actors with ‘never been 
on stage before’ actors grew into an incredible learning experience 
for both sides.  How magical it was to experience the range of  
abilities and to watch as each member of  the ensemble discovered 
each other’s strengths and weaknesses. The laughs I shared as I 
worked through simple and difficult issues with each actor.  I 
discovered that something as simple as shouting is actually foreign 
to some and they simply can’t do it while the expression of  shock 
and love without speaking comes so easily for others. These sam-
ple interactions are just the surface as the many human issues that 
arose throughout the rehearsal period are too many to list.  From 
these experiences all of  us learned.   And this is exactly what the 
vision and mission of  UP! sought to achieve.  What I didn’t realize 
was that it would happen in such a beautiful moving way on a stage 
directly in front of  me. 

It also struck me during the time that throughout the years of  my 
experience with countless writing groups I’ve hosted, two themes 
continue to be pervasive and they are acceptance and tolerance.   

It became clear to me that many people with different abilities 
struggled with acceptance and not just from the world or their 
community but for themselves.  If  you think of  the girl at the end 



of  the play who questioned her place in the world to the fork and 
spoon who sought to be like the knife-accepting one’s self  and
loving ones’ self  gives us thought. 

We then go to the play that Paisley in the writing group struggled 
with. We get a hint that perhaps this story was autobiographical in 
some way when she refuses to let Hope die. Hope, her character, 
promised her mom that she would have a long and healthy life.  
Inside this story we see the struggle for tolerance, how all of  the 
characters had little or no tolerance for a mean person, yet they 
were all mean.  Could that be a reflection on what they perceive in 
our society?  

These are stories of  tolerance with acceptance.  It is evident that 
the writers of  these stories are trying to work something out and 
when a writer struggles with something that is where the best 
stories begin. It is a theme that the playwrights of  The Process ask 
you to acknowledge.  That while you may accept and love them for 
who they are, they continue to struggle with loving themselves.  

We hope you enjoy the show and take away something positive 
from each and every line. 

Beth Geyer
Director, The Process



About The Process Artists 

Matthew Garrison (Minestrone, Benny, Rock Star) – Matthew is 
very excited to be performing in Unique Production’s performanc-
es of  The Process. Matt is a sophomore at North Tonawanda High 
School. He appeared as the Mail Room Guy in the musical 9 to 5 
at the North Tonawanda High School in his freshmen year. The 
musical was nominated for “The 2014 Kenny Awards” where he 
performed with all the cast members on stage doing a preview 
musical number. Matthew also was honored by SABAH to do an 
ice skating solo in SABAH’s 2014 Celebration on Ice. Matt loves 
performing and was delighted to be chosen to perform with UP.

Jessica Levesque (Francesca, Teddy, Crown, Girl in Room understudy)– 
Jessica loves being an actress. The Process marks her return to the 
stage and she is very excited for the performances.  Jessica previ-
ously appeared in Always October. Also an avid wrestling fan, Jessica 
is a street team member and hopes to make her interviewing debut 
this year with Old School Pro Wrestling OSPW); a local 
independent wrestling company in Western New York.

Keller Vogelsang (Sugar, Olivia, Ballerina, Playwright) – Keller is 
excited to be in The Process. Not only is she an actor in the play but 
she is also one of  the playwrights.  Keller also wrote and acted in 
Donna, A Civil War Opera. She was also in Always October. She 
will be appearing as Dorothy Gale in People, Inc.’s Arts  
Experience version of  The Wizard of  Oz.  Keller loves theater, 
especially musicals.

Stephanie Edbauer (Hot Dog, Ice Cream Cake, Joan, Super Model) - 
Stephanie is thrilled to be back on stage and in her first  
production with UP!  She has been in numerous musicals at Wil-
liamsville East High School (Godspell, Cinderella, Oliver, Guys & Dolls) 
and the Amherst Youth Board (Sweet Charity, Godspell, Broadway 
Hits).  Her favorite was singing and dancing in Godspell.  Steph-
anie attends the Amherst CAPP program through People, Inc. 
Stephanie would like to thank “my staff” for driving me and supporting 
me with the play.



Genevieve Blachowiak (Paisley, Spaghetti, Girl in Room) – Genna is a high 
school senior and is a member of  her school’s Drama Club.  She has 
had roles in several productions including Scrooge The Musical, Workers, Once 
Upon a Mattress and Little Shop of  Horrors. Genna not only loves acting, but 
also playing the piano, singing, baking and spending time with family.  
Genna has greatly enjoyed her time with the cast of  The Process and is 
thankful to Unique Productions for this opportunity.  

Chelsey Braun (Cecilia, Amy, Nina, Pretty Girl) – Chelsey is 22 years old. 
She was born on May 27, 1992 in Rochester, New York and moved to 
Buffalo when she was 7 years old. Chelsey’s passion is to become a 
talented actress; she loves and enjoys watching movies and seeing wonder-
ful theatre plays and every time she watches plays and movies, they always 
make her dream of  being in them in the future. In the past, she has taken 
summer acting class by Maureen Porter at Buffalo State College. She took 
an introduction to theater class at Buffalo State College last year that was 
run by Tim Joyce. In August 2014, Chelsey joined Unique Productions.  
She is looking forward to being in more play productions in the future.

Bob Aquila (Bread, Grandpa, World Traveler) – This is Bob’s first time on 
the stage for UP! and he has found it to be a deeply moving and unforget-
table experience. Bob has appeared in over 40 productions with Aurora 
Players, Acts, Amherst Players, Towne Players, and NRTG. Some of  his 
favorite roles were Teddy in Arsenic and Old Lace (Towne), Uncle Billy in It’s 
A Wonderful Life (ACTS), and Owen in The Foreigner (Aurora Players). Bob 
would like to thank his wife Joan for all her love and support.

Nathaniel William Wilkins (Knife, Chris, Robot, Puppeteer) – Nathaniel is 
an American actor, voice actor, and puppeteer.  He started acting in the 
summer of  2012 as a puppeteer for The Kids on the Block Educational Puppets.  
Today, Nathaniel is currently working in the theater as an actor. His 
recent productions include One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest and Always October. 
Nathaniel’s inspirations are Frank Welker, Mike Yurchak, Denyse Tontz, 
and Erin Sanders.  In fact, it was Erin who got Nathaniel into doing yoga, 
which he enjoys and practices every day. Mike helped him with his voice 
overs and Denyse has given him advice and words of  encouragement to 
help improve his acting.
 



Marilyn Scattoreggio (Lauren, Comedienne) – Marilyn Scattoreggio 
graduated Ellis Hospital School of  Nursing and Adelphi University. A 
serious illness at age 19 made her sensitive to those whose voices 
frequently are discounted. For twenty years she provided advocacy for 
people trying to be heard, a passion perfectly in line with the mission of  
Unique Productions and the Congressional finding that, “Disability is a 
natural part of  the human experience and in no way diminishes the right 
of  individuals to participate in or contribute to society.” She views her 
participation in this play the culmination of  her life’s work. Thanks Steve 
and AJ for your love & support, and to Aimee, Beth, and Vienna for your 
awesomeness.

Mary Moebius (Spaghetti, Jenny, Paisley understudy) – Mary Moebius has 
been performing at Theaterloft with Ujima Theatre Company for 25 
years. Favorite productions include Once on this Island, In Da Beginnin’, 
Marvin’s Room, The Best Woman, and Trojan Women. Mary has also performed 
with Alleyway Theater, The New Phoenix Theater, Irish Classical 
Theater, Shakespeare in Delaware Park, and O’Connell & Company, 
where she can frequently be seen in Diva by Diva. Mary will next be seen at 
Desiderio’s Dinner Theater in Lancaster in There Goes the Bride.

Stacy Kowal (Mom, Hope, Broadway Actress) – Stacy Kowal is excited to be 
joining Unique Productions.  She lives in Blasdell and works at Carleton 
Technologies in Orchard Park. Some of  her past shows include Picnic, 
Miracle on 34th Street, Mornings at Seven, The Cemetery Club, The Odd Couple 
(female version), Bad Seed, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, and You Can’t Take it 
with You.

Robert Bach (Playwright) - Robert Bach loves to write.  He believes that 
the words and the love of  writing comes from the heart, mind and soul. A 
friend told him once ‘to let your heart do the writing for you.’  He believes 
she was right. He is thrilled to be a part of  the play The Process.

Wanda Wilson (Playwright) – Wanda attended Niagara Community
College (NCC) and received her associates degree in Liberal Arts.  It took 
her eight years to complete her two-year program because of  her disabil-
ity. In writing group, Wanda revisited the story of  her beloved character, 
Teddy and gave him a new robot friend.  Their friendship story is part



of  The Process.

Maria Aldona Laurendi (Playwright) – Maria graduated from SUC at 
Brockport with a double degree in Psychology and Recreation.  She 
currently resides on Grand Island with her husband, Carmen, of  41 
years.  Maria is currently involved in the Laurendi Home Selling Team/
RealtyUSA as a Broker Associate and Team Leader.  Her interests include 
pilates, yoga, zumba, and she has her brown belt in Krav Maga. Maria 
is also very active in cooking healthy meals and expanding her art skills.  
As a mother of  6 and grandmother of  5, Maria has always been involved 
with children; serving as a volunteer in scouting and in several schools.  
She has written several books for her grandchildren but Fork, Knife, and 
Spoon: No Need to Be Jealous is the first to receive outside attention.

Eric Biszantz (Poet) – Eric is a poet from Buffalo, NY.  He has written 
books of  poetry and short stories for children. He loves to share his words 
and stories with the people that he meets.  Eric is excited for his words to 
come to life on stage in The Process!

Beth Geyer (Director) – Beth Geyer has been working in the human
service field for almost 30 years.  Her work with people with disabilities
has spanned two states and many departments from residential to service
coordination to day habilitation.  She is also a part time writer having
hosted writing groups at People, Incorporated for over 4 years.   The 
production of  The Process marks the beginning of  her success in fully 
combining her love of  writing and the arts with her human service work 
always focusing on the goal that those with disabilities should have a voice 
on all the stages in life.

Vienna Haak (Stage Manager and Costume and  Prop Design) – Vienna 
Laurendi Haak is a ’92 graduate of  Grand Island High School. After 8 
years of  service in the United States Air Force, she became wife to Dale 
and mother to Alicia and Austin, now ages 14 and 13. Vienna’s son 
Austin was diagnosed with Autism at the age of  3. Vienna has been
running a non-profit special needs parent & provider support group on 
Grand Island servicing all of  Erie and Niagara Counties for the last 6 
years on a volunteer basis. Vienna has been a full time licensed real estate 
agent with RealtyUSA for the past 9 years. Alongside selling homes & 



raising the awareness of  Autism in her community, Vienna enjoys fitness, 
playing her piano, and spending time with her family. Vienna would like 
to thank her husband and daughter for holding down the fort for the last 
10 weeks while she dove into her role as stage manager. Dale and Alicia’s 
unconditional love and support has been invaluable. ‘I heck you both 
immensely!’

Aimee Levesque (Playwright, Managing Director) - Aimee Levesque is a PhD 
candidate at the University of  Buffalo in the Department of  Learning 
and Instruction and an Adjunct Professor at Buffalo State College in the 
English Department Buffalo State College. Her doctoral work focuses on 
health literacy and persons with disabilities as well as how the arts can 
help persons with disabilities learn as well as also to become successful in 
making their own health and life decisions.  In her spare time, Aimee is a 
writer who enjoys creating novels, plays, and poems.  Aimee’s dream of  
seeing her work performed is being realized through The Process. Aimee is 
also the proud mom of  Jessica, an actress who is part of  the Unique 
Productions (UP!) team. Aimee’s passion is to work with persons with 
disabilities, utilizing the arts as a tool for teaching and learning, while at 
the same time, working to change erroneous cultural perceptions and 
stereotypes of  those who are differently abled.

Kristy Mangel (Volunteer Coordinator) - Hailing from Cambria, New 
York, Kristy Mangel spent 11 years in Chicago before returning home to 
WNY 3 years ago. Since that time she has become the managing editor of  
BuffaloComedy.com and produces a comedy open mic at Milkies, a 
historic Elmwood Village restaurant. She is also the assistant to the 
executive director at the University at Buffalo’s Center for the Arts. Kristy 
is excited to begin working with local theater companies and is especially 
thankful for the opportunity to work with Unique Productions on 
The Process.  



BREAK A LEG
TO THE CAST & CREW

OF "THE PROCESS"
Aquila/Conrad Families



Thank you for supporting
Unique Productions!

GOOD LUCK STEPHANIE

AND  THANKS TO UNIQUE PRODUCTION’S

WONDERFUL FOUNDERS!!

JIM AND DIANE EDBAUER

and

Good Luck!



Thank you, Kentucky Greg’s, for your support of
Unique Productions!!!

Thank you Alan for your support of  UP!

Thank you, Delta Sonic, foryour support of
Unique Productions!!!

Congratulations!
Congratulations to Maria, Vienna and the

 entire cast and crew of  
“The Process”!

From Don & Linda Cosentino, Lovers of  the Arts.



Thank you Buffalo Niagara Association Of  REALTORS INC for 
your support of  Unique Productions!

in your performance as Minestrone, Benny, 
and Rock Star in the first production of UP!

Unique Production’s play “The Process”

Unique Productions (UP!)

is always need of  volunteers. If  you have time and
 talent and in need a great place to spend them, please drop us a 

line at uniqueproductions@gmail.com



Please don’t break a leg, Mar!
Congratulations to you & the entire Cast.

- Love Steve, Anthony, & Rocky

Thank you Joshua & Kristina Ramos for your 
support of  Unique Productions!



Kelly’s Hollywood is an incredible documentary 

(with Buffalo roots!) about a young woman who was born with 

Down syndrome and her brother’s quest to fulfill her dream of  

becoming a Hollywood diva.
For more information on the documentary, please visit

http://kellyshollywood.com/. 



Steven Scattoreggio, you are the best man I’ve ever met!
You are my soul.

AJ, you are a wonderful son—the best.
You are my heart.

Tanya Barbaro and Magda Patterson,
You made all the difference.

Ann Peterson, Beverly Burke, Carolyn Roth, Kim Lehnert, 
Rick Pitch, Dr. Ruth DeRosa, Dr. Sharon Finkelstein, and to 

Aleks M. my mentor:  
If  you hadn’t been there, I wouldn’t be here…

With Love and Gratitude—Marilyn

Break a Leg, Jessica!!!
Best of  Luck on your Performances!!! Keep reaching for the 

stars!! I love you. (More infinity squared!!)
BE SEXY

-Mom

“Thank You”



To our dearest Genna,
You are our Sunshine, our Little Girl, our Genna-va-viva.  You 

continue to impress us every day with your determination, 
intelligence, and heart.  You have grown into a beautiful young 
lady and we are all proud to be a part of  your family.  With ev-
ery one of  your successes, whether it’s acting on stage or learn-

ing a new dance move, you prove that there is no such thing 
as a disability, only uniqueness.  Thank you for the laughs, the 

hugs, and the constant I love you’s.

-Love always,
Mom, Dad, Lauren and Brandy Lynn

Notable Quotables

From: Clurman, Harold.  On Directing.  New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1997. Print.

“We are all part of  the play.  The audience of  the theater com-
bined with the artists is community.”

“When the audience is not there, the actors aren’t there either, 
was once said by Jacques Copeu.  A play resonates when all its 
actors are bound together in common faith and consciousness.  
The play receives its echo from the audience.  To put it simply: 
if  the audience won’t play, there’s not game.”

“Theatre is a particular mode of  expression through which a 
community realizes itself.  The audience is the theatre’s well-
spring, its leading actor.  This is not a metaphor, it is a 
historical fact.”

“We are a family more or less in accord.  We assume that the 
audience wants to see and hear what we do. That it will laugh 
when we do and be moved where we are moved.



The Girl in My Room
By Aimee Levesque

When I am in my room, I can be anything I want to be.
I can be a ballerina dancing in Swan Lake. 
I can be a rock star, singing the coolest songs. 
I can be an actress in a Broadway musical. 
I can be a supermodel, wearing the latest fashions and walking 
down the runway. 
I can be a comedian with the best one-liners. 
I can be a puppeteer with the silliest puppets.
I can be the pretty girl with the most handsome boyfriend in the 
world.
I can travel the world with ease and go anywhere my heart desires.
I can be who I want to be.

But when I leave my room, things are different. I instantly 
become the girl with a disability.  The girl who needs help doing 
this or that. The girl that depends on everyone else.  The girl that 
doesn’t care what people think.  The girl who needs her hot dog cut 
(Seriously? Who cuts a hot dog before they eat it!). The girl who is 
stereotyped. The girl with a label. 

In my room, I am the Queen of  the World.  In the world, I am the 
queen of  dependence. I’m not allowed to be the girl doing all of  
those wonderful things that I can do in my room. In my room, I am 
EVERYTHING that I want to be.

Sometimes, I wish I could just stay in my room forever but if  I did, 
I wouldn’t be living, would I? I would just be existing and I refuse 
to do that.  I want to see the world.  I want to love and be loved. I 
want the same opportunities that everyone else has.   

I want to be me. 

I AM me and I am ALL of  these things.



Maria & Vienna, we are so proud of  you and 
your accomplishments!  

Congratulations to the entire cast and crew!  

-Carmen & Dale



Grand Island Autism Support Group

Mission: Supply & share information and 
support to parents & caregivers of  family & 
friends with developmental disorders.

About: Peer-Run support group. Come and meet 
other families that are affected by Autism. We 

want to share ideas and experiences, vent about the brick walls 
we’ve hit, and most importantly realize that we are a growing com-
munity and that we are not alone.

 We are looking forward to reaching more Western New York area 
families. We are not exclusive to Grand Island residents, nor are 
we partial to Autism. We would like to strongly encourage parents 
dealing with other developmental and/or physical challenges to 
join us. And anyone from the surrounding areas in both Niagara 
and Erie Counties (and beyond) are always MORE than welcome!  

Call or email anytime with questions! 716-430-5118 or
 GrandIslandNYAutismGroup@gmail.com

This play is dedicated
 to my mother

Charlotte Vogelsang
who taught me that 

“Life Goes On.”

I love you.

-Keller



YOU ROCK!!!

YOU ARE ALL AMAZINGLY 

TALENTED
!!!

TO THE CAST AND CREW OF 
THE PROCESS

CONGRATULATIONS!

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!
BREAK A LEG!!!

KEEP LOOKING UP!!!

LOVE,
UNIQUE PRODUCTIONS (UP!)



Special Thanks to This Year’s UP! Supporters

“I can no other answer make, but, thanks, and thanks.”
~ Williams Shakespeare, Twelfth Night

Amy Galloway
Brad Bowman
Charles and Jennifer 
Weber
Dale & Jeannie O’Connell
David Schwartz
Donna DiPasquale
Dr. and Karen Madden
Dr. Barb Foster
Elisabeth George
Elmwood Printout
Frann Ciprich 
Ilene and Larry Garrison
Jaclyn Levesque 
Jennifer Beckage
Jillian Rich 
Kari Lambright

Kimberly Kadziolka
Lindsay Pietras
Marilea Mirek
Mary Jane Zurowski 
Michele Johnson
Museum of  disABILITY History
Oh Pour L’Amour Du Chocolat 
Ray Bly-Newmier
Rhonda Frederick 
Rick Banner
Sam Geyer
Sharon Levesque  
Stephanie Aloi
Susan Cozzi
Sweet Jenny’s 
Tom and Artie McAuliffe



UP! EXTENDS A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO:

UJIMA COMPANY, INC for believing in us and supporting us, 
every step of  the way.

LORNA C. HILL for your guidance and support.  Thank you 
for welcoming us with open arms and for giving us the tools that 
we needed to grow. For all that you do, for all that you are, we are 
forever grateful.

RAHWA GHIRMATZION for your positivity and dedication.  
From the bottom of  our hearts, thank you for all that you have 
done and continue to do.

TRACY WELCH for your constant awesomeness.  Thank you for 
your calm and unwavering support. We have learned so much.

STARLIGHT STUDIO for eagerly stepping forward to help with 
volunteering and producing the wonderful art work that was used 
as part of  the set. 

PEOPLE INC. for always supporting the arts by offering precious 
working space and support as they saw the need.  

All of  the volunteers, agency staff, parents, aunts, uncles, friends, 
brothers, grandparents and sisters who each and every day sup-
ported this production. Tasks that while seem small are very large 
indeed such as:  transportation and snacks, enduring long waits in 
the lobby during rehearsals and simply ‘being there’ to lend a hand 
and listening ear.



UPCOMING PRODUCTIONS AT 
UJIMA

Feb 20-Mar 14, 2015
Topdog/Underdog by Suzan-Lori Parks

 
Directed by Roosevelt Tidwell

A darkly comic fable of  brotherly love, family identity, and the way 
we are defined by history.  The play tells the story of  Lincoln and 
Booth, two brothers whose names were given to them as a joke,
 foretelling a lifetime of  sibling rivalry and resentment. Haunted by 
the past, the brothers are forced to confront the shattering reality 
of  their future.



UPCOMING PRODUCTIONS 
AT UJIMA

April 24 - May 17
In the Red and Brown Water 

by Tarell Alvin McCraney

 
Directed by Lorna.C Hill

How far will Oya go to make a mark in the world? Fast, beautiful 
Oya is a young runner with enormous promise, forced to choose 
between her ailing mother and her own dreams. This intoxicating 
story charts a young girl’s thrust into womanhood and her 
subsequent fall into the murky waters of  life.

Ujima Company, Inc.
545 Elmwood Avenue

Buffalo, NY 14222
ujimacoinc@mac.com


